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Ready to
scale?
“We want to bridge the gap between technological possibilities and the daily use of innovation in healthcare, by helping

promising MedTech and digital health innovations scale worldwide.”

Market
Validation

Market
Integration
Get Scaled
We work for SMEs & startups ready to
deliver:
•

Innovative software or hardware

•

B2B or B2B2C business model

•

Aim to improve health(care)

We provide a standardized modular
approach to enter new markets.
In our step-by-step market introductions,
we provide everything you need including
connecting with partners, distributors,
regulators or investors.

Our goal is to improve the lives
of patients worldwide by introducing
promising health innovations to the
medical professionals and patients that
benefit from them.
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Welcome to MedScaler
Ready for your next step? Looking to scale your way into a new market? MedScaler is 100% dedicated to scaling
MedTech and digital health innovation. We help companies worldwide with market introductions and implementing
innovative solutions in the B2B healthcare market. With a standardized and proven approach, MedScaler is a reliable
partner to validate, integrate and successfully scale your health innovation.

Simple
We remove complexity to help you understand how
a health system really works. We follow an intuitive
step-by-step process, which is fully modular.

Affordable
By working in a highly efficient way, with
standardized modules, and with the right digital
tools, we strive to optimize our value at an
affordable price.

Validated
Zero assumptions. We validate all insights in our
extensive network of innovators and healthcare
professionals.

Transparent
We believe in being transparent, each step of the
way. Our online portal allows you to view our
progress at any time.

OUR SERVICES

MARKET INTRODUCTIONS

FUNDRAISING

We believe in market introductions done right.
Our step-by-step process helps you from
validating your innovation in the market to the
integration and scaling phase.

Attracting the right capital can be crucial to
achieving sustainable growth all over Europe or
to bring your product to the next level. We
speed-up and improve the process of
fundraising through a match-making process.

MARKET RESEARCH

DISTRIBUTOR SEARCH

What will your next market be? Our market
research modules help you to find and
prioritize the countries of interest for your
solution.

Ready to distribute your product in a new
market? We help you finding the right
distributor for your solution.

Would you like to know more about our modules?
Contact us HERE

OUR
CLIENTS

Our core modules are powered by our Innovators Club.
This network contains Medical professionals and
decision makers that continuously evaluate our
innovations.
✓ Our innovators are senior medical specialists or
managers, who are willing to provide their opinion and
feedback with us, once we share new innovations with
them.
✓ They are passionate about their work and their field.
Within their respective organisations, they are drivers of
healthcare innovation.
This setup enables fast and reliable validation of
MedTech and digital health products in healthcare
markets.

OUR CLIENTS
Claudiu
Leverenz
CEO - Munevo
GmbH

We have facilitated market introduction activities

“MedScaler raised the bar for all coming market introductions
in other countries. The work they delivered was very
professional, and we would recommend anyone to work with
their team”

for more than 50+ clients in several countries.
Including Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium,
Spain, France, Canada and the United States. Our

Innovator’s Club is developing into an international

Maria Winktvist
Product
Manager Kontigo Care
AB

“MedScaler really helps us to get a deeper
understanding of the Dutch healthcare market.”

network of medical specialists and decision makers.
Reda
Khouadra
Co-founder &
CMO of
Healthy Mind

CLIENTS THAT CHOSE US

“It is such a pleasure to work together with
MedScaler. Their hands-on approach to market
integration helped us get through rough obstacles and
effectively pave the way for success.”

We are connected through a shared passion for improving
healthcare. Together, we aim to bridge the gap between
technological possibilities and the daily use of innovative solutions
in healthcare.

Nino Bellengé
Managing
Director

Our team of young professionals combine strong academic
backgrounds in Health Economics, Medicine, Innovation
Management and Global Health, with relevant hands-on
experience in complex healthcare projects. Speaking over 7
languages, our team’s diversity enables us to take multiple
perspectives and understand different contexts.
Robin
Toorneman
Operations
Director
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